
Locking Cork Floor Installation Process

1.Matters Needing Attention Before Installation

01.Entry Conditions

Floor paving should be carried out after the concealed ground

works, ceiling works, wall works, water and electricity works are

completed and accepted. There is no cross-construction

phenomenon on the installation site, and no special

construction restrictions.

02.Ground Requirements

Clean: No floating soil, no obvious construction waste, etc.

Dry: that is, the ground humidity should be less than 20%, and

there should be no moisture or penetration.

Leveling: Check the flatness of the ground with a ruler at 2M,

and the maximum chord height between the ruler and the

ground should be ≤3mm.

Firmness: The foundation is firm, with no looseness, and the

strength and thickness of the ground foundation shall comply

with the housing acceptance regulations.

03.Floor Reserved Height

Locking floor: moisture-proof floor mat 2mm, floor height



11mm, a total of 13mm.

Appropriate reservations should be made according to the

contact part between the floor and other floors that is higher

than the height of the finished floor, especially door covers,

corners, heating covers and other irregular details should also

be dealt with.

04.Interval Problem

The longest continuous laying of the lock-type cork flooring is

7-8 meters, and the T-shaped closing strip is used for

partitioning longer than this distance.

Expansion joints left at partitions



Cover expansion joints with T-shaped cuffs

05.Do A Good Job Of Waterproofing

Cork floors are afraid of water. After blisters, the floor will have

a series of problems such as blistering, degumming, and

deformation, making it unusable. Therefore, before paving, it is

necessary to check whether the waterproof measures are done

well and whether there is any water leakage in the house.

2. Cork floor laying process

01.Lay moisture-proof film

After the floor is cleaned, a moisture-proof film should be

placed on the floor. Moisture-proof membrane must completely

cover all laid floors, and seams should be sealed with tape. The

use of moisture-proof film can isolate the moisture on the



ground, avoid the deformation of the floor due to the moisture

on the ground in daily use, and also to avoid shocks and reduce

the sound of stepping.

Use tape to seal the seams

02.Installing cork floors

Unpack the floor and start laying. The floor is laid from the

corner on the side of the wall, from the inside to the outside,



with the groove facing the room.

Pave from the corner on the side of the wall

In corners or splices, the floor needs to be cut to size

with a dust-free saw, and then spliced to the wall.

Continue to install other floors using the method above.



03.Reserved Expansion Joints

Note that in the laying of the floor, an appropriate gap

(generally 12-20mm) should be reserved between the wall and

the floor to ensure the expansion space of the floor in the later

stage and avoid the occurrence of arching problems.

04.Install Baseboards

Install special baseboards to keep the floor and wall colors in



harmony. Cover the expansion joints by installing the skirting.

05.Install The Bead

For the joints between the floor and the door stone, floor tiles,

etc., it is necessary to install a bead or edge strip to cover the

joints.

06.Painted



After the paving is completed, use Yamanjia cork floor special

paint to roll on the floor surface layer, which is conducive to

further improving the wear resistance and waterproof

performance of the surface layer.
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